
CALCULATING  SEO VALUE
1920 Tavern A case study



A case study

>> One approach to test local visibility would be to monitor the keywords your website and Google my 

organization list is rank for.  Traffic to Your Website and Google my Business list (Which gets your company's 

name, address, telephone #, and link to site ) will increase when your company is rank for key words.  

Meaning that more people will soon be detecting your small business and that it is simpler to find.

Case Study: 1920 Tavern
>> This analysis occurs over a Nine month time period. Our job still continues however, the results and data 

are clear also. We took a client 1920 Tavern. A speak-easy style restaurant & Pub in downtown Roswell that 

features a globally-inspired cuisine.



STEP 1: Create Google My business Listing

>> This seems like a simple step but it is crucial to know that Google Maps serves your 

Google My Business list to prospective clients within the Map when they're searching 
for companies within a few miles.  Just because you have a website, does not mean 

Google will show you to people on their Map.





Step 2: Get Ranked

>> The following step is that the key sauce, so that I can not tell you too much. In summary, we

inform Google what your company does so it may determine when your record is related to

people's searches.

Even though it takes some time, and constant activities for Google to understand that

(only since it needs to supply it is searchers the very best and most relevant outcomes to what

they're looking for), we get you rated. Our approach also allows for more than just the 6 key words

we're targeting to get rated.
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Step  3:  Capture  the  Traffic

>>   Following your  business begins  ranking  for keywords, more  people  will begin  coming  across 

your  business on  Google. 

This  is fantastic news  since it is  having  a billboard  along with your businesses name,  

address, contact number  and product or service category  on the  front page  of  Google.  Below is  

the  information where you  are able to observe the  traffic  begin building  towards  the Mid of Aug,  

which is  when  we  got them  ranked.   

Currently,  being in  Sept-19 to March 19 traffic  is  growing exorbitantly  as 1920 Tavern 

continues to  show  up first on  google  maps. 
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Helping Local Business get found online.


